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INTRODUCTION
 w x.Brauer's height zero conjecture Problem 23 in 2 asserts that for any
prime integer r and any r-block B of a finite group G, all ordinary
irreducible characters of G which belong to B have height zero if and only
if B has an abelian defect group. Here the height of an irreducible
  ..  < <.character x belonging to B is defined to be n x 1 y n G : D , where
D is a defect group of B and n is the discrete valuation associated to r
 .with n r s 1.
w xFong and Srinivasan, in their fundamental paper 6 , classified the
r-blocks of all the general linear and unitary groups over finite fields,
provided that r is different from the characteristic of the ground field and
r ) 2. As a consequence, they verified the height zero conjecture for all
 w x. w xsuch r-blocks of these groups Theorem 8B of 6 . Broue 3 later removedÂ
the extra hypothesis that r / 2 from the classification of r-blocks. He did
not mention the application to the height zero conjecture for these groups
when r s 2; but this is straightforward, as we note in Theorem 2 below.
The purpose of this article is to prove Brauer's height zero conjecture
for all r-blocks of all central factor groups of the special linear and special
unitary groups over finite fields, for all primes r distinct from the charac-
teristic of the underlying field. But for a few small exceptions, these groups
are quasisimple and are the commutator subgroups of central quotients
of the corresponding general linear and unitary groups. The analog for
the r-blocks of the special linear and special unitary groups of the
Fong]Srinivasan]Broue classification is not yet known. We proceed hereÂ
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by using elementary facts about a general linear or unitary group G, by
applying Clifford theory to G and the corresponding special linear or
special or unitary group G9, and most importantly by exploiting the main
w xresults of 6, 3 . The passage from G to G9 in our analysis becomes
< <  . <nontrivial when r Z G . In this case, we use repeatedly the character
parametrization for r-blocks of G as stated in Theorem 1 below. In
particular, for the proof of the ``only if'' direction, we find various charac-
ters in an r-block of G whose restrictions to G9 have constituents with
positive height.
In Section 1 we set our notation and state the known results which we
apply in the sequel. In Section 2 we prove an easy but useful result
 .Theorem 3 on character height for an arbitrary finite group and normal
subgroup with cyclic quotient group. Section 3 presents the characters
needed to apply Theorem 3 in the proof of the ``only if'' direction of the
conjecture for central quotients of G9. The ``only if'' direction of the
height zero conjecture for all central quotients of the special linear and
 .special unitary groups is stated as Theorem 4 and proved in Section 4.
The ``if'' direction of the conjecture for these groups is stated as Theo-
. < <  . <rem 5 and proved in Section 5. When r Z G9 , the proof of Theorem 5
w xcites Theorem 8B of 6 , but otherwise is essentially from first principles.
The ``if'' direction of Brauer's height zero conjecture for all finite groups
has been reduced to the consideration of quasisimple groups by Berger
w xand Knorr 1 . So our Theorem 5 may be regarded as a modest contribu-È
tion toward the proof of the ``if'' direction in general.
1. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
Throughout the paper, p and r are distinct primes, n is the discrete
 .valuation associated to r with n r s 1, and q is a power of p. All blocks
are r-blocks. The field Q is an algebraic closure of the field of r-adicr
numbers.
 .Let GL n, q be the group of all invertible n = n matrices with entries
in F , the field with q elements. If q is a square, let q be such thatq 0
2  .  .q s q , and let U n, q be the unitary subgroup of GL n, q . Throughout0
 .  .most of the paper, G will denote GL n, q or U n, q . The only exceptions
are Section 2, where G denotes an arbitrary finite group in Theorem 3 and
Lemma 4; and Section 5, where the notation for unitary groups is slightly
 .different. The order of GL n, q is
n
nny1.r2 iq q y 1 . .
is1
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 .The order of U n, q is
n
inny1.r2 iq q y y1 . . .0 0
is1
 .To determine the precise power of r dividing this order when r N q y 1 ,
we use the following well known lemma. The proof is elementary and will
be omitted. The letters a, a , b, and b will have the following meaning0 0
 .  .  .throughout the paper: a s n q y 1 , b s n q q 1 , a s n q y 1 , and0 0
 .b s n q q 1 .0 0
 .LEMMA 1. Assume that r N q y 1 .
 .  .  i .  .1 If r / 2, or r s 2 and q ' 1 4 , then n q y 1 s a q n i .
 .  .  i .  .2 If r s 2 and q ' 3 4 and i is e¨en, then n q y 1 s b q n i .
 .  .  i .3 If r s 2 and q ' 3 4 and i is odd, then n q q 1 s b .0 0 0
We assume that the reader is familiar with the information about
canonical forms in G and centralizers of semisimple elements in G
w xdescribed in 6, pp. 111]112 . We use without comment the well known
property that the set of eigenvalues of any semisimple element in G
uniquely determines its conjugacy class.
Fong and Srinivasan have given a parametrization of the blocks of G,
w x w xwhen r / 2 6 ; Broue has done the same when r s 2 3 . To describe theÂ
results we need from these papers of Fong, Srinivasan, and Broue, it isÂ
necessary to choose carefully for each group L which is a centralizer of a
= .   . .semisimple element an isomorphism Z L ª Hom Z L , Q . We do thisr
as follows.
Choose and fix forever an algebraic closure F of F , an isomorphismq q
=  .  .  .i9: F ª QrZ , and an isomorphism i: m Q ª QrZ, where m Qq p9 r r
denotes the group of roots of unity in Q .r
 .Let s be a semisimple element of G, and let L s C s . Then there areG
positive integers l, k, m , . . . , m , a , . . . , a , n , . . . , n , b , . . . , b such1 l 1 l 1 k 1 k
that L can be identified with
l k
a bi jGL m , q = U n , q . .  . i j
is1 js1
 . l  . lIf G s GL n, q , then  m a s n; if G s U n, q , then  2m a qis1 i i is1 i i
k n b s n. The numbers k or l can be 0, in which case the correspond-js1 j j
ing product is empty; k can be larger than 0 only if G is a unitary group.
  a i.. =   b j..aIdentify Z GL m , q with F and Z U n , q with a subgroup ofii q j
=
b aF in the natural way. For each i, choose an embedding s : F ª Fj iq i q q
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bacting as the identity on F ; for each j, choose an embedding t : F ª Fjq j q q
acting as the identity on F . We obtain an isomorphism c :q s i
a a =i i  ..    .. .Z GL m , q ª Hom Z GL m , q , Q as follows: let a be the gen-i i r
  a i..  .erator of Z GL m , q such that i9s a has the smallest representativei i
w .   a i..  . .in the interval 0, 1 ; for any l g Z GL m , q , let c l a si s iy1   ...   b j..i i9 s l . We obtain an isomorphism c : Z U n , q ªi t jj
b = bj j   .. .   ..Hom Z U n , q , Q as follows: let b be the generator of Z U n , qj r j
 . w .such that i9t b has the smallest representative in the interval 0, 1 ; forj
  b j..  . . y1   ...any l g Z U n , q , let c l b s i i9 t l .j t jj
The choice of the embeddings s , t produces an isomorphismi j
l k
=c = c : Z L ª Hom Z L , Q . .  . . s t ri j
is1 js1
Changing the choice of the embeddings, or of the identification of L with
the direct product above, changes this isomorphism. We will always assume
that the choices have been made so that if a s a and l g F=a thenii i9 q
 .  . =  .  .bc l s c l , and if b s b and l g F then c l s c l .js s j j9 q t ti i9 j j9
=  . .For any u g Hom Z L , Q , there is a corresponding u 9 gr
= . w xHom L, Q with L, L in its kernel, obtained by first taking the determi-r
  a i.  b j..nant as an element of GL m , q or of U n , q of each component ofi j
an element of L and then applying u . Thus the isomorphism  l c =is1 s i
 k c above produces an injective homomorphismjs1 t j
=w xZ L ª Hom Lr L, L , Q . .  .r
This map is an isomorphism whenever the commutator subgroup of each
component of L is the corresponding special linear or special unitary
 . Ãgroup. For any t g Z L , let t denote the image of t under this map. This
notation is ambiguous, since a given t might belong to several different
.groups L; it will always be clear which group is intended.
 . l  a i. k  b j.If C s (  GL m , q =  U n , q , then « is defined toG is1 i js1 j C  s.G
 .m1q ??? qm lqn 1q ??? qnkbe y1 .
Throughout the paper, RG denotes Deligne]Lusztig induction. If y isC  s.G
 .  .an r-element in C s and f is a unipotent character of L [ C sy , letG G$
G . w xx s « « R syf . The following is Theorem 6A in 6 in the cases y, f G L L
w xr / 2, and 3, 3.4 and 3.9 in the case r s 2.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Assume that r N q y 1 if G s GL n, q , and r N q q 10
 .if G s U n, q . Let S be a set of representati¨ es for the conjugacy classes of
semisimple r 9-elements of G. For each s g S, choose a Sylow r-subgroup Rs
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 .  .of C s . Then there is a bijection s ¬ B s from S to the set of r-blocks ofG
G, with the following properties.
 .  .1 R is a defect group of B s .s
 .2 As y runs through all elements of R , and for each y, f runss
 .through all unipotent characters of L [ C sy , the character x runsG s y, f
 .through all irreducible characters in B s .
We will frequently need the following two well known properties of the
 .  . w x  .characters x . Part 1 of this lemma is 1.3 in 6 . Part 2 follows easilys y, f
w xfrom the Deligne]Lusztig character formula 4, 12.2 .
 .  . < <  .  .LEMMA 2. 1 x 1 s G : L f 1 . In particular, x 1 sp9s y, f s y, 1
< <G : L .p9
 .  .  .2 If z is an r-element in Z G and y z s 1, then z is in the kernelÃ
of x .s y, 1
The following result is well known.
< .LEMMA 3. Assume that r q y 1 . Let b be a positi¨ e integer. If y
 .  b .generates a Sylow r-subgroup of a Coxeter torus Singer cycle S in GL r , q ,
 .then C y s S.G
 .Proof. Since y is semisimple, L s C y has the formG
l l
a biGL m , q , with m a s r . . i i i
is1 is1
  ..The element y is in Z C y . By Lemma 1, it is impossible for anG
r-element in the center of L to have order equal to the order of y, unless
bl s 1, m s 1, and a s r . Hence L s S.1 1
< < <THEOREM 2. Let r be any prime with r G and r / p. Let B be an
r-block of G. Then the defect groups of B are abelian if and only if all the
irreducible characters in B ha¨e height zero.
w xProof. If r ) 2 this is Theorem 8B of 6 . So we may assume that r s 2.
< .   .. < .   ..Since r / p, r q y 1 if G s GL n, q or r q q 1 if G s U n, q .0
 .Then by Theorem 1, B s B s for some semisimple element s of odd
 .order, and B has a defect group R which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C s .G
 .As noted above, C s may be identified with a suitable productG
l  a i. l  a i. k  b j. GL m , q or  GL m , q =  U n , q . Then R is abelianis1 i is1 i js1 j
 .iff all m s 1 and all n s 1 iff C s is a torus. So if R is abelian, then fori j G
 .  .any y g R, L [ C sy s C s . Hence, L has no nontrivial unipotentG G
characters, and a typical irreducible character in B has the form x ss y, 1$
G .  . < < <  . <e e R sy as in Theorem 1. Since x 1 s G : L s G : C s ,p9 p9G L L s y, 1 G
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  ..  < <.n x 1 s n G : R and x has height zero. If R is nonabelian thens y, 1 s y, 1
some m G 2 or some n G 2, and there exists some y g R such that fort u
 .  < <.  <  . <.L [ C sy , n L - n C s . For example, let C denote a componentG G 1
 .  a t.  bu.of C s , either GL m , q or U n , q , with m G 2 or n G 2. IfG t u t u
 a i.C s GL m , q , let H be the block diagonal subgroup of C of the form1 t 1
 a t.  a t.GL 2, q = GL m y 2, q , where the second factor is 1 if m s 2. Lett t
 a t.w generate a Sylow 2-subgroup of a Singer cycle of GL 2, q , and let
y g H equal w in the first factor and 1 in the second. By Lemma 3,
 .  2 a t.  a t.  <  . <.C y ( GL 1, q = GL m y 2, q and it follows that n C sy -C t G1
 <  . <.  bu.n C s . If C s U n , q , let H be the subgroup of C of the formG 1 u 1
 bu.  bu. =bU 2, q = U n y 2, q . Let r generate a Sylow 2-subgroup of F uu q
 2 .  bu.q s q , and let w be an element of U 2, q which is conjugate in0
 bu.  yq 0b u.GL 2,q to diag r, r . Let y g H equal w in the first factor and 1 in
 .  bu.  bu.the second. Then C y ( GL 1, q = U n y 2, q and againC u1
 <  . <.  <  . <.   ..  < <.  < <.n C sy - n C s . Hence n x 1 s n G : L ) n G : R , andG G s y, 1
x has positive height.s y, 1
2. CHARACTER HEIGHT AND NORMAL SUBGROUPS
In the following result, G is an arbitrary finite group, r is a fixed rational
 .prime, and n is the discrete valuation associated to r with n r s 1. If A
is any abelian group, then A , or the r-part of A, denotes the Sylowr
r-subgroup of A, and A is the complementary subgroup.r 9
 .Fix a normal subgroup H of G, a subgroup Z of Z G l H, and
w x r-blocks B of G and b of H such that B covers b. By 5, V.4.5 , B resp.
.  .  .b contains a unique block B9 resp. b9 of GrZ resp. HrZ , and B9r r
w xcovers b9. By 5, V.4.3 , b9 is a block of HrZ m b is a block of HrZ m Br 9
is a block of GrZ m B9 is a block of GrZ.r 9
 .  .THEOREM 3. Assume that GrH is cyclic. Let x g Irr B and u g Irr b
such that u is a constituent of x . Let T be the inertia group of u in G.H
 .  .  < <.i If ht x ) n G : T , then u has positi¨ e height.
 .  .  .ii If the hypothesis of i holds for a character x , and if Z G Fr
ker x , then u g b9, and u has positi¨ e height as a character in b9.
w x  .Proof. By 5, III.2.14 and V.2.2 , there exists a character c g Irr T
such that c s u and c G s x . Therefore,H
< <x 1 s G : T u 1 . ) .  .  .
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w xBy 9, 4.2 , B has a defect group R such that R l H is a defect group of b.
 .Then by ) and the definition of height,
< < < < < <ht x y n G : T s n x 1 y n G : R y n G : T .  .  .  .  . .
< <s n u 1 y n G : R .  . .
< < < <s n u 1 y n RH : R y n G : RH .  .  . .
< < < <s n u 1 y n H : R l H y n G : RH .  .  . .
< <s ht u y n G : RH . )) .  .  .
 .  < <.  .  .Assume that ht x ) n G : T . Then it follows from )) that ht u ) 0.
 .This establishes i .
 .  .Suppose that i holds for x and u and that Z G F ker x . Thenr
w xZ F ker u , and so x g B9 and u g b9. By 5, V.4.5 , the height of u as ar
 .character in b9 is the same as its height in b. Thus, ii holds.
The following lemmas will allow us to apply the above theorem to the
general linear and unitary groups.
 .LEMMA 4. Assume that GrH is cyclic, so that Irr GrH is also a cyclic
 .  .group. Let x g Irr G and u g Irr H such that u is a constituent of x .H
Let T be the inertia group in G of u . If xz / x for all nontri¨ ial z g
  ..O Irr GrH , then T contains a Sylow r-subgroup of G.r
Proof. Assume that T does not contain a Sylow r-subgroup of G, so
< <  .that r divides GrT . Then there is a nontrivial m g Irr GrT such that
the order of m is a power of r. So m can be considered as a nontrivial
  ..  . Gelement of O Irr GrH . Let c g Irr T such that c s u and c s x .r H
 . G  .GSee the first line of the previous proof. Then xm s c m s cm sT
Gc s x , which contradicts our hypothesis.
For the following lemma and its proof, we use the notation for charac-
ters introduced before Theorem 1. This lemma was suggested by the
referee.
 .  .LEMMA 5. Assume that G s GL n, q and H s SL n, q , or that G s
 .  .U n, q and H s SU n, q . Let s be a semisimple r 9-element of G and let y be
 .  .  .an r-element of C s . Let u g Irr H be a constituent of x . If for allG s y, 1 H
  ..  .non-identity z g O Z G , y is not conjugate in C s to yz, then the inertiar G
group in G of u contains a Sylow r-subgroup of G.
 .Proof. The linear irreducible characters of GrH are the characters
 . G .x , z g Z G . Here x s R z s z, so x has the same order as z. ItÃ Ãz, 1 z, 1 G z, 1
w xfollows from the Deligne]Lusztig character formula 4, 12.2 that for all
 .semisimple r 9-elements s of G and all r-elements y in C s , x x sG s y, 1 z, 1
x .s y z, 1
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  ..Assume z g O Z G and z / 1. By hypothesis, y is not conjugate inr
 .C s to yz; hence sy is not conjugate in G to syz. It now follows from theG
w xcharacter parametrization in 6, p. 116 that x x / x . An applica-s y, 1 z, 1 s y, 1
tion of Lemma 4 finishes the proof.
3. CENTRALIZERS AND CHARACTERS
In this section we construct characters to which Theorem 3 can be
applied. Throughout the section we use the notation of Theorem 1.
 . < .PROPOSITION 1. Assume that G s GL n, q and that r q y 1 . Let
 .  .G9 s SL n, q . Let s be a semisimple r 9-element of G. Assume that C s sG
l  a i. GL m , q , with m G m G ??? G m . Also, assume that m G r.is1 i 1 2 l 1
 .Then there is an irreducible character x g B s such that
if u is any irreducible constituent of x and T is the inertiaG9 u 1* .< <group in G of u , then ht x ) n G : T . .  .u
  ..  .Furthermore, the character x can be chosen so that O Z G F ker x ,r
 .  a . a <  . <except when C s s GL r, q , r s 2, 3, or 4, Z G9 s r, andrG
<  . .  . < 2C s l G9 rZ G9 s r .rG
Proof. We will prove the proposition by choosing y g R appropriatelys
in several different cases, taking x s x , and using Lemmas 5 and 2. Ass y, 1
 .in the notation of Theorem 1, L s C sy .G
Let h be a primitive r ath root of 1 in F ; hI generates the Sylowq
r-subgroup of the center of G. To prove that the Sylow r-subgroup of the
center of G is in the kernel of x , it is only necessary to show thats y, 1
 .y hI s 1.Ã
  ..  < <.  .The height of x is n x 1 y n G : R . Therefore ht x ss y, 1 s y, 1 s s y, 1
 < <.  < <.  < <.  < <.  <  . <.n G : L y n G : R s n R y n L s n C s : L .s s G
Case 1. Assume that m ) r.1
w  a1.  a1.Let H be the block diagonal subgroup GL r, q = GL 1, q =
 a1.x l  a i.  . l  a i.GL m y r y 1, q =  GL m , q of C s s  GL m , q ,1 is2 i G is1 i
 .with the factors of H in square brackets inside the first factor of C s .G
Choose a generator m of the Sylow r-subgroup of a Coxeter torus in
 a1.  .GL r, q ; let x be the element m, 1, . . . , 1 of H. Choose a generator l
 a1.  .of the Sylow r-subgroup of GL 1, q ; let w be the element 1, l, 1, . . . , 1
 ra1.  a1. of H. Let y s xw. By Lemma 3, L s GL 1, q = GL 1, q = GL m1
a1. l  a i.  .  .y r y 1, q =  GL m , q . Both x hI and w hI are primitiveÃ Ãis2 i
ar th roots of 1 in Q . Possibly replacing w by an appropriate r 9 power ofr
 .  .  .   ..w, we can arrange to have y hI s x hI w hI s 1. So O Z G FÃ Ã Ã r
 .ker x in this case.s y, 1
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Now
< < < a1 ra1 a1n C s : L s n GL m , q : GL 1, q = GL 1, q .  .  . . . G 1
a1 <=GL m y r y 1, q . .1
G n q a1 y 1 ) 0, 1.1 .  .
by the formula for the order of a finite general linear group. Therefore,
 .ht x ) 0.s y, 1
  .. mFor any z g O Z G with z / 1, z s h I for some m ) 0 withr
m  .  m mh / 1. Then y s m, l, 1, . . . , 1 in L implies that yz s mh , lh ,
m m . mh I, . . . , h I , where h I denotes a scalar matrix of suitable size for each
 .  .  m.component. Since order m ) order l G order h , we see by comparing
 .eigenvalues that yz can be conjugate to y in C s only if l s 1, m s r qG 1
2, h m s l, and lh m s 1. So if any of these numerical conditions fails for
m  < <.all m ) 0 with h / 1, then by Lemma 5, n G : T s 0 for all irre-u
ducible constituents u of x . On the other hand, if m s r q 2, h m s l,G9 1
and lh m s 1 for some m ) 0 with h m / 1, then r s 2 and l s h m s y1.
 .  <  . <.  m1a1 .  4a1 .But then, 1.1 yields that n C s : L G n q y 1 s n q y 1 )G
 a1 .  .n q y 1 . So here, ht x ) a. This proves that when m ) r, thens y, 1 1
 .   ..  .1* holds for x and O Z G F ker x .s y, 1 r s y, 1
Case 2. Assume that m s r and l ) 1.1
 a1. w  a2 .Let J be the block diagonal subgroup GL r, q = GL 1, q =
 a2 .x l  a i.  .GL m y 1, q =  GL m , q of C s , with the factors in square2 is3 i G
 .brackets inside the second factor of C s . As before, let m generate theG
 a1.Sylow r-subgroup of a Coxeter torus in GL r, q and let l generate
 a2 .the Sylow r-subgroup of GL 1, q . Let x, respectively w, be the ele-
 .  .ment m, 1, . . . , 1 , respectively 1, l, 1, . . . , 1 of J. Let y s xw. Then by
Lemma 3,
l
ra a a a1 2 2 iL s GL 1, q = GL 1, q = GL m y 1, q = GL m , q . .  .  .  .2 i
is3
Replacing w by a suitable r 9-power of itself, we can arrange to have
 .  .  .   ..  .y hI s x hI w hI s 1, so again O Z G F ker x .Ã Ã Ã r s y, 1
Here,
< < < a1 a2 ra1n C s : L s n GL r , q = GL m , q : GL 1, q .  .  . . . G 2
a2 a2 <=GL 1, q = GL m y 1, q .  . .2
G n q a1 y 1 ) 0. 1.2 .  .
 .Therefore, ht x ) 0.s y, 1
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Let z s h mI, with h m / 1, be a typical non-identity element of
  ..  .  m mO Z G . Then y s m, l, 1, . . . , 1 in L implies that yz s mh , lh ,r
m m .  .h I, . . . , h I . So yz is conjugate to y in C s only if l s 2 s m ,G 2
m m m  .h s l, and lh s 1. In this case, r s 2 and l s h s y1. Then 1.2
 <  . <.  a1 .  .implies that n C s : L G n q y 1 q 1. So again, ht x ) a. ThusG s y, 1
 .1* holds for x in this case as well.s y, 1
Case 3. Assume that m s r and l s 1, with either r ) 2, or r s 2 and1
a1  .q ' 1 mod 4 .
=  .aLet r generate the Sylow r-subgroup of F . Let y g C s s1q G
 a1.  y1 .GL r, q be the diagonal matrix y s diag r, r , 1, . . . , 1 . Then r /
y1  a1.  a1.r , by the hypothesis for Case 3, so L s GL 1, q = GL 1, q =
 a1.  <  . <.  .  .GL r y 2, q . Then n C s : L ) 0, so ht x ) 0, and y hI s 1.ÃG s y, 1
Let z s h mI, with h m / 1, be a typical non-identity element of
  ..  m y1 m m m.O Z G . Then yz s diag rh , r h , h , . . . , h .r
 .  .If yz is conjugate to y in C s , then the multiplicity r y 2 of 1 as anG
 a1.  .eigenvalue of y in GL r, q forces r F 3. In other words, 1* holds for
  ..  .x in Case 3 and O Z G F ker x , unless r F 3 and the hypothe-s y, 1 r s y, 1
sis of Lemma 5 fails for y. We assume this situation for the remaining
analysis of Case 3, that is, we suppose r F 3 and yz is conjugate to y in
 .C s for some z as above.G
m "1  .If r s 3 then, again by comparing eigenvalues, h s r and order r
 m.  . a <  . < 4s order h s 3. In particular, n a s 0 and r s 3. Then C s s 3r1 G
<  . < m y1 y1 mand Z G9 s 3. If r s 2, then rh s r and r h s r. Hence,r
m  . ah s y1 and order r s 4. This forces a to be odd and r s 4.1
<  . < <  . <Therefore, C s s 32 and Z G9 s 2.r rG
 .  .  .Let y s diag r, 1 or diag r, 1, 1 as r s 2 or 3. Then C sy s1 G 1
 a1.  a1.  <  .  . <.GL 1, q = GL r y 1, q , so that n C s : C sy ) 0 andG G 1
 .ht x ) 0.s y , 11
 .  a1.Suppose that y z is conjugate to y in C s s GL r, q . Then the1 1 G
 a1. m meigenvalues of y in GL r, q force r s 2 and r s h , 1 s rh . This1
 .  .contradicts order r s 4. So 1* holds for x .s y , 11
 .  .Finally, viewing y as an element of G, det y s N r , which1 1 F r Faq q1
= <  . .  . <generates a Sylow r-subgroup of F . Hence C s l G9 rZ G9 srq G
<  . < aq1C s rr , which is either 32r8 s 4, or 81r9 s 9. The conclusions ofrG
the proposition are established in Case 3.
a1  .Case 4. Assume that m s r and l s 1, with r s 2 and q ' 3 mod 4 .1
 2 a1.Let x generate the Sylow 2-subgroup of a Coxeter torus GL 1, q of
 .  a1. 2C s s GL 2, q . Let y s x if b s 2 and y s x if b ) 2. Note thatG
 .  .  2 a1.order y G 8. Then L [ C sy s GL 1, q by the argument of LemmaG
3, since the order of the Sylow 2-subgroup of F=a has order 2. Hence,1q
 .ht x ) 0.s y, 1
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  ..Let z be a non-identity element of O Z G . Since z g L, which is2
 :  :  :.   ..cyclic, we have yz s y . Since N y F N C sy sC  s. C  s. GG G
 .  .N L , it follows that if y and yz are conjugate in C s , thenC  s. GG q a1 q a1y1 .  .yz s y . But then y s z, which has order 2 as q ' 3 mod 4 . Since
 a1 .  .n q y 1 s 1, order y s 4, which is a contradiction. So yz and y are
 .  .not conjugate in C s , and thus 1* holds for x in Case 4.G s y, 1
 . 2 .   ..Suppose that b ) 2. Then y yI s x yI s 1, hence O Z G FÃ Ã 2
 .  2 a1 . <  . <ker x . When b s 2 we have n q y 1 s 3 and so C s s 16.2s y, 1 G
 . =Since det y generates the Sylow 2-subgroup of F , it follows thatq
<  . < <  . .  . <Z G9 s 2 and C s l G9 rZ G9 s 4. Thus all the conclusions of2 2G
the proposition hold in Case 4.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2. Assume that G s U n, q , r / 2, and r N q q 1 . Let s0
 . l  a i.be a semisimple r 9-element of G. Assume that C s s  GL m , q =G is1 i
k  b j. U n , q , with m G m G ??? G m and n G n G ??? G n . Also,js1 j 1 2 l 1 2 k
assume that m G r or that n G r. Then there is an irreducible character x in1 1
 .B s such that
if u is any irreducible constituent of x and T is the inertiaG9 u 2* .< <group in G of u , then ht x ) n G : T . .  .u
  ..  .Furthermore, the character x can be chosen so that O Z G F ker x ,r
 .  a .  b . a <  . <except when C s s GL r, q or U r, q , r s 3, Z G9 s 3, andrG
<  . . <  . < 2C s l G9 rZ G9 s 3 .rG
Proof. Comparing the formulas for the orders of general linear and
 .unitary groups, and using Lemma 1 and the assumption r N q q 1 and0
 b .r ) 2, we see that every Sylow r-subgroup of U n, q is a Sylow r-sub-
 b .group of GL n, q , for any n and any odd b. Note that for all j, b is oddj
w  .x  w x.by 6, 1a , since all polynomials in F see 6, p. 111 have odd degree. It1
follows that simple modifications of the constructions in Cases 1, 2, and 3
of the proof of Proposition 1 when r ) 2 produce the characters we need,
as we now show. As in the proof of Proposition 1, let h be a primitive r ath
root of 1 in F ; under our assumptions hI generates the Sylow r-subgroupq
of the center of G.
Case 1. Assume either that m ) r ; or that m F r and n ) r.1 1 1
 .Let H be the block diagonal subgroup of C s constructed as follows.G
 a1.If m ) r, then the component GL m , q is replaced by1 1
GL r , q a1 = GL 1, q a1 = GL m y r y 1, q a1 ; .  .  .1
 b1.if m F r, then the component U n , q is replaced by1 1
U r , q b1 = U 1, q b1 = U n y r y 1, q b1 ; .  .  .1
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 .all other components of C s remain unchanged in H. Denote by M theG
 .product of the components of C s that remain unchanged. Index theG
components of H so that those which are not in M i.e., those displayed
.above are listed first.
Let m denote a generator of the Sylow r-subgroup of a Coxeter torus in
 a1.  .  b1.  b1.  .GL r, q if m ) r , or in GL r, q such that m g U r, q if m F r .1 1
Such a m exists by the remarks above on Sylow r-subgroups of unitary
 .  .groups when r N q q 1 . Let x be the element m, 1, . . . , 1 of H. Choose0
 a1.  .l as a generator of the Sylow r-subgroup of GL 1, q if m ) r , or of1
 b1.  .  .U 1, q if m F r . Let w be the element 1, l, 1, . . . , 1 of H. Let1
y s xw. By Lemma 3,
L s C sy .G
¡ ra1 a1GL 1, q = GL 1, q .  .
a1~ =GL m y r y 1, q = M m ) r . .s 1 1
rb b b¢ 1 1 1U 1, q = U 1, q = U n y r y 1, q = M m F r . . .  .  .1 1
a .  .Both x hI and w hI are primitive r th roots of 1 in Q . PossiblyÃ Ã r
replacing w by an appropriate r 9 power of w, we can arrange to have
 .  .  .   ..  .y hI s x hI w hI s 1. So O Z G F ker x in this case.Ã Ã Ã r s y, 1
Now
< a1 ra1 a1¡n GL m , q : GL 1, q = GL 1, q .  . . 1
a1 <=GL m y r y 1, q m ) r . . .1 1~< <n C s : L s . .G b rb b1 1 1<n U n , q : U 1, q = U 1, q .  . . 1
b¢ 1 <=U n y r y 1, q m F r . . .1 1
n q a1 y 1 .
G ) 0.b1 n q y 1 .
 .Therefore, ht x ) 0.s y, 1
  .. mFor any z g O Z G with z / 1, z s h I for some m ) 0 withr
m  .  m mh / 1. Then y s m, l, 1, . . . , 1 in L implies that yz s mh , lh ,
m m . mh I, . . . , h I , where h I denotes a scalar matrix of suitable size for each
 .  .  m.component. Since order m ) order l G order h , we see by comparing
 .eigenvalues that yz can be conjugate to y in C s only if l q k s 1,G
m s r q 2 or n s r q 2, h m s l, and lh m s 1. Since r / 2, this cannot1 1
 .happen. Thus Lemma 5 implies that x satisfies 2* .s y, 1
Case 2. Assume that l q k ) 1 and either m s r or n s r.1 1
The proof here proceeds by analogy with that of Case 2 of Proposition 1
 .when r ) 2 . The modifications are similar to those in Case 1 just above.
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 .   ..A character x is produced which satisfies 2* , and with O Z G Fs y, 1 r
 .ker x .s y, 1
Case 3. Assume that l q k s 1 and either m s r or n s r.1 1
 .  a1.  .Here, either l s 1 and C s s GL r, q ; or k s 1 and C s sG G
 b1. = =a bU r, q . Let r generate the Sylow r-subgroup of F if l s 1, or of F1 1q q
 y1 .  .if k s 1. Let y be the diagonal matrix diag r, r , 1, . . . , 1 in C s .G
y1  .Since r / r as r / 2 ,
GL 1, q a1 = GL 1, q a1 = GL r y 2, q a1 l s 1 .  .  .  .
LsC sy s .G b b b1 1 1 U 1, q = U 1, q = U r y 2, q k s 1 . . .  .  .
 <  . <.  .  .Then n C s : L ) 0, so ht x ) 0. Clearly y hI s 1, whenceÃG s y, 1
  ..  .O Z G F ker x .r s y, 1
Let z s h mI, with h m / 1, be a typical non-identity element of
  ..  m y1 m m m.O Z G . Then yz s diag rh , r h , h , . . . , h .r
 .  .If yz is conjugate to y in C s , then the multiplicity r y 2 of 1 as anG
 .eigenvalue of y in C s forces r s 3. Again by comparing eigenvalues,G
m "1  .  m.  .h s r and order r s order h s 3. In particular, n a s 0 or1
 . a <  . < 4 <  . <n b s 0 and r s 3. Then C s s 3 and Z G9 s 3. So xr r1 G s y, 1
 .satisfies 2* unless these numerical conditions hold.
 .  .Assuming the numerical conditions, let y s diag r, 1, 1 in C s .1 G
 .  a1.  a1.  b1.  b1.Then C sy s GL 1, q = GL 2, q or U 1, q = U 2, q , so thatG 1
 <  .  . <.  .n C s : C sy ) 0 and ht x ) 0.G G 1 s y , 11
 .Consideration of the eigenvalues of y in C s yields that y z is not1 G 1
 .  .conjugate to y in C s . Thus x satisfies 2* .1 G s y , 11
 .  .Viewing y as an element of G, det y s N r if k s 1, and1 1 F r Fbq q1
 .   ..1yq0 .   a1.det y s N r if l s 1. This follows from the way GL 3, q1 F r Faq q1
 . w x .  . is embedded in U n, q ; see 6, p. 112 . Since r N q q 1 forces r ¦ q y0 0
.  . =1 , det y generates a Sylow 3-subgroup of F in either case. Hence1 q
<  . .  . < <  . < aq1C s l G9 rZ G9 s C s rr s 81r9 s 9. The conclusions ofr rG G
the proposition are established in Case 3.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Assume that r s 2 and G s U n, q . Let s be a
semisimple r 9-element of G, with
l k
a bi jC s s GL m , q = U n , q . .  .  . G i j
is1 js1
Assume that m G 2 or n G 2. Then there is an irreducible character1 1
 .  .x g B s such that ht x ) 0 and for all irreducible constituents u of x ,G9
the inertia group in G of u contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
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  ..  .Furthermore, the character x can be chosen so that O Z G F ker x ,r
 .  b1.except when a s 3 and C s s U 2, q . In this exceptional case, the 2-partG
 .   . .  .of Z G9 has order 2 and a Sylow 2-subgroup of C s l G9 rZ G9 hasG
order 4.
 . w  .xProof. Note that for all j, n b s 0 by 6, 1a , since all polynomialsj
 w x.in F see 6, p. 111 have odd degree. Also note that, as before,1
 .  <  .  . <   ..ht x s n C s : C sy and if y is trivial on O Z G , thenÃs y, 1 G G r
  ..  .O Z G F ker x . As in the proof of Proposition 1, we make frequentr y
use of Lemma 5.
Case 1. Assume that m G 2.1
= aLet r be a primitive 8th root of 1 in F . This exists since q is an odd1q
.   y1 . .  .square. Let y be the element diag r, r , 1, . . . , 1 , 1, . . . , 1 of C s .G
Then
C s s GL 1, q a1 = GL 1, q a1 = GL m y 2, q a1 .  .  .  .G 1
l k
a bi j= GL m , q = U n , q . .  . i j
is2 js1
 .  <  . <.  m1a1 .  m1y1 .a1 .Let L s C sy . Then n C s : L s n q y 1 q n q y 1G G
 a1 .y 2n q y 1 G 1 since one of m or m y 1 is even. Therefore,1 1
 .   ..ht x ) 0. Clearly, y is trivial on O Z G ; thus Part 2 of Lemma 2Ãs y, 1 r
  ..  .implies that O Z G F ker x .2 s y, 1
Now we show that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 hold for x . Suppose,s y, 1
 =.towards a contradiction, that z g O F , z / 1, and z I is conjugate inr q
 .  .C s to z I y. Comparing the multiplicities of 1 as an eigenvalue of z IG
and z Iy in various components, it is easily seen that l s 1, k s 0, and
m s 2 or 3. If m s 2, comparing eigenvalues shows that zr s ry1 and1 1
zry1 s r. Then z s ry2 and r 4 s 1, contradicting the fact that r is a
 y1 4  y1 4primitive 8th root of 1. If m s 3, then zr, zr , z s r, r , 1 . If1
zr s 1, then zry1 is a 4th root of 1, which contradicts the equality of
these sets. Similarly, zry1 s 1 leads to a contradiction. Hence we may
apply Lemma 5, and it follows that for irreducible constituents u of
 .x , the inertia group in G of u contains a Sylow r-subgroup of G.s y, 1 G9
 .  b .  .Case 2. Assume that a s 3, C s s U 2, q , and q ' 3 mod 4 .G 0
Note that this and the following case fall into the exceptional part of the
 .bconclusion. Let s be a primitive 4th root of 1 in F . Let y s diag s , 1 inq
 b .  b . yq 0  <  .  . <.GL 2, q . Then y g U 2, q since s s s . Now n C s : C sy sG G
 2 b .  b .  .  .n q y 1 y n q q 1 s b q 1 y b s 1. Therefore, ht x s 1.0 0 0 0 s y, 1
 =.Now we show that Lemma 5 may be applied. Suppose that z g O F2 q
 .  .  4  4and z I is conjugate in C s to z I y. Then zs , z s s , 1 ; sinceG
s / sy1, it follows that z s 1.
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<  b . < < <A routine calculation shows that in this case, U 2, q s 32, GrG92 2
<  . <s 4, and Z G9 s 2. When y is considered as an n = n matrix over F ,2 q
 .  . bits determinant is N s . Since s g F , N s s s , which hasF r F q F r Fb bq q q q
order 4 since b is odd; so yG9 generates the 2-part of GrG9. Let R be a
 . < <Sylow 2-subgroup of C s which contains y. Then R l G9 s 32r4 s 8.G
<  . <Since Z G9 s 2, the last conclusion of the proposition follows.2
 .  b .  .Case 3. Assume that a s 3, C s s U 2, q , and q ' 1 mod 4 .G 0
 b .Let r be a primitive 8th root of 1 in F . Choose y g U 2, q conjugateq
 b .  yq b0 .  .  <  . <.in GL 2, q to diag r, r . Let L s C sy . Then n C s : L sG G
 2 b .  b .  2 b .  b .n q y 1 q n q q 1 y n q y 1 s n q q 1 s 1. Therefore,0 0 0 0
 .ht x s 1.s y, 1
Now we prepare to apply Lemma 5. Suppose towards a contradiction
 =.  .  .that z g O F , z / 1, and z I is conjugate in C s to z I y. Then2 q G
zr s ryq b0 and zryq b0 s r, so z 2r s r, and yr s ryq b0 . Therefore r q b0 q1
 b . 2s y1. But n q q 1 s 1, so r s y1, a contradiction.0
<  b . < < < <  . <In this case, U 2, q s 16, GrG9 s 2, and Z G9 s 2. Since2 2 2
 .  1yq b0 .. br g F , the determinant of y as an element of GL n, q is r .q
 .  b .Since a s 3, n q y 1 s 2. Since b is odd, it follows that n q y 1 s 2.0 0
 .  .Hence det y s y1. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C s containing y.G
< <Since yG9 has order 2 as an element of GrG9, it follows that R l G9 s
<  . <16r2 s 8. Since Z G9 s 2, the last conclusion of the proposition2
follows.
 .Case 4. Assume that n ) 1, q ' 3 mod 4 , and we are not in Case 2.1 0
Let r be a primitive 2 b0 th root of 1 in F . Then r q0q1 s 1, so theq
 y1 .  b1.  b1.element diag r, r , 1, . . . , 1 of GL n , q is in U n , q . Let y be1 1
 b1.  .equal to this element in the U n , q -component of C s , and equal to1 G
 .the identity in all other components. Let L s C sy . ThenG
l
a b bi 1 1L s GL m , q = U 1, q = U 1, q .  .  . i
is1
k
b b1 j= U n y 2, q = U n , q . .  .1 j
js2
Let n9 s n if n is even, and let n9 s n y 1 if n is odd. Then1 1 1 1
n n y11n b n y1.b 11 1 1 1< <n C s : L s n q y y1 q n q y y1 .  .  . .  .  .G 0 0
y n q b1 q 1 y n q b1 q 1 .  .0 0
s n n9b s n n9 G 1. .  .1
 .   ..Therefore, ht x G 1. Clearly, y is trivial on O Z G ; thus Part 2 ofÃs y, 1 r
  ..  .Lemma 2 implies that O Z G F ker x .2 s y, 1
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Now we prepare to invoke Lemma 5. Suppose towards a contradiction
 =.  .  .that z g O F , z / 1, and z I is conjugate in C s to z I y. As in Case2 q G
1, this is not possible if b ) 2. The multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue in0
various components shows that it is also impossible unless n F 3, l s 0,1
and k s 1. If n s 2, we are in Case 2, so assume instead that n s 3.1 1
Then r is a primitive 4th root of 1, and comparing eigenvalues shows that
 y1 4  y1 4 y1 y2zr, zr , z s r, r , 1 . If zr s 1, then zr s r, so r s r, a con-
tradiction. Similarly, assuming zry1 s 1 yields a contradiction.
 .Case 5. Assume that n ) 1, q ' 1 mod 4 , and we are not in Case 3.1 0
a  .Let r be a primitive 2 th root of 1 in F . Let w be an element of C sq G
 b1.equal to 1 in all except the U n , q -component, and equal in that1
 b1.  yq 0component of an element conjugate in GL n , q to diag r, r ,1
. 2  .  .1, . . . , 1 . Let y s w . Let L s C sw . Then L s C sy andG G
l k
a b b bi 1 1 jLs GL m , q = GL 1, q = U n y 2, q = U n , q . .  .  .  . i 1 j
is1 js2
 <  . <.  n1 b1  .n1.  n1y1 .b1  .n1y1 .Also, n C s : L s n q y y1 q n q y y1 yG 0 0
 2 b 1 .  b1 .  .n q y 1 G n q q 1 s 1. Therefore, ht x s 1. Since0 0 s y , 1
<   .. <  .  .Z U n, q s 2 and w yI s y1, it follows that y yI s 1; thus Part 2Ã Ã2
  ..  .of Lemma 2 implies that O Z G F ker x .2 s y, 1
Now we justify the application of Lemma 5 to x . Assume toward as y, 1
 . 2contradiction that yy is conjugate in C s to y. Since yr / 1 andG
yr 2y q0 . / 1, it follows from looking at eigenvalues in various components
2 y2 q0  2 .q0q1that n s 2, l s 0, k s 1, and r s yr . So r s y1. Since1
 . 2n q q 1 s 1, this says that r is a 4th root of 1. Since we are not in Case0
3, this is a contradiction.
4. BLOCKS IN WHICH ALL CHARACTERS HAVE
HEIGHT ZERO
We prove in this section the ``only if'' direction of Brauer's height zero
 .  .conjecture for all central quotients of SL n, q and SU n, q . The notation
of the previous sections remains in force. In particular, G denotes either
 .  .  2GL n, q or U n, q for any n ) 0 and prime power q q s q when0
 ..  .  .G s U n, q , and G9 denotes either SL n, q or SU n, q . Again, r is a
prime distinct from p, where p N q.
THEOREM 4. Let Z be a subgroup of G9 in the center of G. Let b be an
r-block of G9rZ. If all the irreducible characters in b ha¨e height 0, then the
defect groups of b are abelian.
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w xProof. By 5, V.4.3 and V.4.5 , b is contained in an r-block b of G9 and
b is the only r-block of G9rZ which is contained in b. Let D be a defect
w xgroup of b. Let B be an r-block of G which covers b. By 9, 4.2 , there is a
defect group R of B such that R l G9 s D. A defect group of b is DrZ .r
Now R may be replaced by any defect group of B, as it suffices to prove
the conclusion for any G-conjugate of b.
Assume, toward a contradiction, that DrZ is nonabelian. Then R isr
 .   .. nonabelian. Suppose first that r ¦ q y 1 if G s GL n, q or r ¦ q q0
.   ..  .1 if G s U n, q . By Theorem 2, there exists some x g Irr B with
 .  .ht x ) 0. Now, x contains a constituent u g Irr b . Furthermore,G9
 4  < <.  .  .Z s 1 F ker x and n G : G9 - ht x . Thus, by Theorem 3, u g Irr br
and u has positive height, which is a contradiction.
 .   ..  .So, we may assume that r N q y 1 if G s GL n, q and r N q q 10
  ..if G s U n, q . By Theorem 1, B corresponds to a semisimple r 9-ele-
 .ment s of G in such a way that R is a Sylow r-subgroup of C s . Then, inG
 . l  a i. lthe decomposition C s s  GL m , q , where  m a s n andG is1 i is1 i i
  ..  . l  a i.m G m G ??? G m if G s GL n, q , or C s s  GL m , q =1 2 l G is1 i
k  b j. l k U n , q , where  2m a q  n b s n, m G m G ??? G m ,js1 j is1 i i js1 j j 1 2 l
  ..n G n G ??? G n , and the b are odd for all j if G s U n, q , R1 2 k j
nonabelian implies that m G r or n G r. Thus Proposition 1, 2, or 31 1
apply to B. Since DrZ is not abelian, it follows that B contains anr
 .  .irreducible character satisfying the hypotheses of parts i and ii of
Theorem 3. Therefore, by Theorem 3, b contains an irreducible character
of positive height, which contradicts our hypothesis.
5. BLOCKS WITH ABELIAN DEFECT GROUP
 .Throughout this section, either G denotes GL n, q with e [ q1 and
 2 . 2F [ F , or G denotes U n, q with e [ y1 and F [ F . Our notationq q
 .for q here differs from that in the rest of the paper. Let H s SL n, q
2 .  .if e s 1, and H s SU n, q if e s y1. Let H s HrZ H and d s
 .  .  .  .n, q y e . Note that Z G consists of scalar matrices, Z H s Z G l
<  . < <  . <H, Z G s q y e , and Z H s d.
 .LEMMA 6. Let r be a prime such that n G r and r N q y e . Then a Sylow
r-subgroup of H is nonabelian, except when n s 3 s r and q ' 3 q e or
 .  .6 q e mod 9 ; or n s 2 s r and q ' "3 mod 8 . In any case, the Sylow
 .r-subgroups of H and GrZ G are nonabelian.
Proof. Let R denote a Sylow r-subgroup of H. Suppose first that r s 2.
 .  2 .Let S s SL 2, q ( SU 2, q . The Sylow 2-subgroups of S are generalized
w xquaternion 7, 2.8.3; 8, Theorem 8.10, p. 196 . Furthermore, if n G 3 then
S occurs as a block matrix subgroup of H, with I comprising theny2
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 .  4complementary diagonal block of each matrix. Then S l Z H s 1 and
hence S ¨ H for all n G 3. It follows that the Sylow 2-subgroups of H are
nonabelian for all n G 3. If n s 2 then S s H. Then the Sylow 2-sub-
a 2 . .groups of H are dihedral of order 2 , where a s n q y 1 r2 . So when
 2 .n s 2, R is abelian precisely when a s 2 m n q y 1 s 3 m q ' "3
 .mod 8 .
 2 .  .Assume that n s 2 and n q y 1 s 3. If 4 N q y e then for any ele-
= a 0 0 1w x w xment a of order 4 in F , g [ and ¨ [ are in G. Then0 1 1 0
¨ 1 0w x  .  .g s / gz for any z g Z G . Hence GrZ G has a nonabelian Sylow0 a
2-subgroup. So we may assume that 4 does not divide q y e . Suppose that
0 1w xa Sylow 2-subgroup T of G which contains ¨ [ is such that TrT l1 0
 .  .  4 <  . <Z G is abelian. Note that T l Z G s "I , as Z G s 2 by assump-2
s rw x  .tion. Thus for any u s g T r, s , t , p g F ,t p
p t s rns u s "u s " ,r s t p
s r s r ¨w x w xand hence u s or , as u s "u.r s yr ys
 ¨ 4Now T l H is quaternion of order 8. Let W s u g T l H N u s u .
< <Then T l H : W F 2. Thus W contains at least two elements of order 4.
s r 2 2 2w xPick some such u s . Then u s yI, hence s q r s y1. Butr s
2 2 r 0w xu g H implies that s y r s 1. Thus s s 0. Hence T contains u¨ s 0 r
2  .where r s y1. But this produces an element of order 4 in Z G , which
 .contradicts the fact that 4 does not divide q y e . So in all cases, GrZ G
has nonabelian Sylow 2-subgroups when r s 2.
Assume that r is odd and that n G 4. Since r ) 2 and r N q y e , there
exist distinct elements a , b of order r in F=. Let m be the larger of r y 2
and 2, and let g s aymby1. Let g be the n = n diagonal matrix
g s diag a , . . . , a , g , b , 1, . . . , 1 , .
where a occurs m times. Let h be the n = n permutation matrix which
cycles the first r rows and fixes the rest if r ) 3, and which cycles rows
1, 3, 4 if r s 3. Then g, h g H and
g h s diag b , a , a , . . . , a , g , 1, . . . , 1 . .
 : h  .So g, h is an r-subgroup of H, but g / zg for any z g Z H . The
result follows in this case.
 .It only remains to consider the case n s r s 3. If n q y e G 2 then
= y2  .there exists a of order 9 in F . Let b s a / a . Then for g s a , a , b
and h a 3-cycle permutation matrix, we have g, h g H and
g h s diag b , a , a / zg .
 .for any z g Z H . Again, the result follows.
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 . =  2 .If n q y e s 1, let a have order 3 in F , g s diag 1, a , a , and let h
h  2 .be as above. Since g s diag a , 1, a / g, a Sylow 3-subgroup of H is
 .nonabelian. Furthermore, let k s diag 1, 1, a g G. Then
k h s diag a , 1, 1 / zk .
 .  .for all z g Z G . Thus a Sylow 3-subgroup of GrZ G is nonabelian and
the lemma is proved.
 .  2 .LEMMA 7. Let either G s GL 2, q and e s 1, or G s U 2, q and
g 0w xe s y1. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let c [ generate the0 g
 .  .Sylow 2-subgroup of Z G . Then c g F R .
a 0 2 i 2 j0 1w x w xProof. Let h s and D s N a , b g F and a s b s 1 for0 b1 0
i  . j  .4some i, j ) 0 with 2 N q y e and 2 N q y e . We may assume R G
 : < <D h . Let S be any maximal subgroup of R, so that Se R and R : S s 2.
1 0 h hg 0w x w xLet g s g D. Then g g S m s g g S. In any case, c s gg g S.0 g0 1
The lemma follows.
 .For the remainder of this section, Z is a fixed subgroup of Z H and
J s HrZ. Let r be a prime not dividing q, and let b be a fixed r-block
of J.
<  . <PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that r does not di¨ ide Z H . Then b has
abelian defect group if and only if all irreducible characters in b ha¨e height
zero.
< <  .Proof. By hypothesis, r ¦ Z . Thus Irr b comprises the characters of
an r-block b of H with defect group D such that D ( DZrZ is a defect
w xgroup of b 5, V.4.3 . So it suffices to prove the result for b.
Let B be an r-block of G which covers b. Replacing D by an H-con-
jugate if necessary, we may assume that B has a defect group R such that
w x <  . < <  . <R l H s D 9, 4.2 . Since G : HZ G s d, we have that r ¦ G : HZ G ,r
 .  .  .and thus DZ G F R F HZ G . Hence, R s DZ G . So R is abelianr r r
m D is abelian. By Theorem 2, R is abelian if and only if all irreducible
characters of B have height zero.
 .  .Let x g Irr B and u g Irr b be such that u is a constituent of x . LetH
 . < <T be the inertia group of u in G. Then T G HZ G so that r ¦ G : T .
 . < <  .  < <.  < <.  .Now x 1 s G : T u 1 and n GrH s n RrR l H imply that ht x
 .) 0 m ht u ) 0. The proposition follows.
THEOREM 5. If b has abelian defect group then all irreducible characters
in b ha¨e height zero.
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<  . < wProof. By Proposition 4, we may assume that r N Z H . By 5, V.4.3
xand V.4.5 , b is contained in an r-block b of H and b is the only r-block
of HrZ which is contained in b. Also, if D is a defect group of b, then
DZrZ is a defect group of b. Let B be an r-block of G which covers b.
By Theorem 1, B corresponds to a semisimple r 9-element s so that B has
 . w xa defect group R which is a Sylow r-subgroup of C [ C s . By 9, 4.2 ,G
R l H is G-conjugate to D.
 .Suppose that R is abelian. By Theorem 2, every member of Irr B has
w x  .height zero. It follows from 5, V.3.5 that every member of Irr b has
< < < <height zero. Since H : D s HrZ : DZrZ , the same holds for everyr r
irreducible character of b.
w xSo it suffices to assume that R is nonabelian. As in 6 , C s  G , ai i
direct product and block matrix decomposition, so that for each i,
2n ni iG ( GL d , q or U d , q . .  .i i i
for suitable positive integers d and n . Unitary components occur onlyi i
when e s y1 and with n odd. On the other hand, by the notation used ini
 ni.this section, if e s y1 and G ( GL d , q , then 2 N n . Furthermore, ouri i i
convention here implies that  d n s n whether e s 1 or y1. Let GXi i i i
 ni.   ni.2 . Xdenote either SL d , q or SU d , q , as appropriate. Then G Fi i i
 .  ni.G l H. Since Z G F C, even when e s y1 and G ( GL d , q wei i i
< . < ni .must have r q q 1 q y 1 . Now R l G is nonabelian for some j. Thusj
w xd G r as in Proposition 3B of 6 . Also, R l G is a Sylow r-subgroup ofj j
G , and by Lemma 6, R l GX is nonabelian.j j
ÄLet R s R l H. Then
Ä XD s R G R l G .G i
i
Ä Ä  4By hypothesis, RZrZ s DZrZ is abelian. Hence, Z l R ) 1 andG r
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .RZ G rZ G ( RrR l Z G is abelian as well.
 .Each z g Z G F C is a scalar matrix with the same entries in each
block matrix component G . So if there is more than one such component,i
X Ä Ä Ä .  4  .Z G l G s 1 for all i. Hence, R l G F R l G ¨ RrR l Z G . Buti j j
the larger group is abelian while the smaller group is not, which is a
contradiction. Therefore,
2n n1 1C s G ( GL d , q or U d , q . .  .1 1 1
for positive integers d , n with d G r.1 1 1
Ä  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Abelian RZ G rZ G s R l H Z G rZ G G R l C9 Z G rZ G ,
 .which is a preimage of a Sylow r-subgroup of C9rZ C9 . So Lemma 6,
 n1 .applied to C, yields that either r s 3 s d and n q y e s 1, or r s1 3
 2 n1 .2 s d and n q y 1 s 3.1 2
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Suppose that r s 3. Then R has order
< < 3n1 2 n1 n1 4C s q y e q y 1 q y e s 3 . . .  .3 33 3
Ä Ä<  . < < <  .  .Furthermore, Z G s 3 s Z . Hence RZ G rZ G ( RZrZ which as3 3
 .  .noted above is abelian. But RZ C rZ C is nonabelian by Lemma 6,
Ä .  .  .  .  .  .hence so is RZ G rZ G as Z G F Z C . Thus RZ G - RZ G . Since
<  . < 3RrR l Z G s 3 ,
Ä 2< < < <DZrZ s RZrZ N 3 .
w xSo all characters in b have height zero by 5, IV.4.18 .
Suppose that r s 2. Then
< < < < 2 n1 n1 n1R s C s q y 1 q y e s 8 q y e . .  . .2 2 22
< 2 . < n1 .  2 n1 .If n is even, then 8 q y 1 q y 1 which yields n q y 1 G 4, a1
contradiction. So n is odd.1
Ä  .  .  .  . Since RZ G rZ G is abelian, while RZ G rZ G is not by Lemma 6
.applied to C , we have
ÄR l C9 F R l H s R - R ,
n1 Ä< <  . < <and R : R l C9 s q y e . If we can show that RZrZ N 4, then all2
w xcharacters in b will have height zero, again by 5, IV.4.18 .
n1 Ä . < < < < <  . < < <If q y e s 2, then R s 16 and Z s Z G s 2. So RZrZ N 42 22
 n1 . <  . <and we are done. Thus it suffices to assume that q y e s Z C s 4.22
  n1..nLet g be a primitive 4th root of 1 in F if C ( GL d , q , respectively1q 1
   n1.2 ..2 n 2in F if C ( U d , q . Then g g F , respectively g g F , as n is1q 1 q q 1
 .  .odd. Let c s g I g Z G F Z C F R. Then c generates the Sylown 2 2
n 2 n1 Ä .  .2-subgroup of Z C . Also, det c s g s g s y1, so that c f R s
ÄR l H. By Lemma 7 applied to C, R is not maximal in R. Since
Ä Ä< <R l C9 F R - R and R : R l C9 s 4, it follows that R s R l C9 and
Ä Ä< < < <R s 8. Therefore, RZrZ N 4.
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